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Start the West End Trail outside the Geraldton Port
Authority building on Francis Street.
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Follow these markers along the way
Much of the early development of Geraldton took place
within 500 metres of the start of this trail. The trai Hooks at
the history of the people who came to Champion Bay, the
pioneers and the transients. Several World War II military
command posts were in the West End. Learn how after the
war the West End went through a dramatic change as the
harbour expanded and the fishing industry developed.
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Geraldton is rich in stories. Once rugged pristine coast, then

forgotten outpost of the Swan River Colony— now humming city
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and port - discover the stories behind the transition of Geraldton.
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Geraldton Trails give you insight into the changes to the region
overtime, and all loop back to their starting point.

This project was supported by the
Mid West Development Commission through the
Royalties for Reg ions M id West Regional Grants Scheme
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The Marine Terrace Trail begins
on the foreshore outside DOME Cafe.
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Follow these markers along the way
Fine examples of Victorian, Federation and
Art Deco buildings can be viewed on this
walk. Marine Terrace has long been the
commerci^ centre of town. Through the
ages, for whatever reason people came to
Geraldton, they would undoubtedly end
up on Marine Terrace. Discover the life and
times of some of them from the mid 1800s
as you journey along the trail.
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a vibrant future
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Geraldton Visitor Centre
3hone: 9956 6670
:reecall: 1800VISITGERO
|nfo(%visitQeratdton.com.au
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M6 Marine Terrace

3eraldton WA 6530
'D Box 101, Geraldton WA 6531
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The Waterfront Trail starts on the Geraldton
foreshore outside DOME Cafe.

The trail starts in Rundle Park at St
Georges Beach, just off Kempton Street.

Follow these markers along the way

Follow these markers along the way

Enjoy a journey through time with a walk
through some of the City's earliest streets
and buildings. See how Champion Bay
evolved into a busy port; and how the town
of 4000 people transformed during World
War II to accommodate 40,000 military
personnel.

Learn how the original rail line that cut the
town off from the beach was moved to
develop the stunning foreshore you see
today.

Some sections are not suitable for
wheelchairs.

The site of the Bluff Point Lighthouse,
which was officially lit on October 23,
1876, and the first lighthouse keeper's
cottage is on this trail. The Lighthouse
Keeper's Cottage remains today and is
periodically open to the public.
You can also visit the area where the Bluff
Point railway junction connected the Perth
to Geraldton line with the Northampton
line in 1886. Bluff Point was considered to
be on the outskirts of town and a school,
churches and shops were built for the
local community.
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This trail starts outside the Bill Sewell
Complex on the corner of Chapman Road

and Bayly Street
Follow these markers along the way
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A path back through time; nearly always
catering for those in the medical or penal
system, the buildings have a unique history
being at first a convict depot, a hospital
and then a prison. Now known as the Bill
Sewell Complex it houses the Geraldton
Visitor Centre and was vested in the

National Trust (WA) in 2009.

